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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a method of selecting optimal
inputs of neural networks without lowering recognition
rate. In general, neural networks learn a recognition
algorithm from inputs and their desired outputs. But if
some inputs are redundant, namely they are expressed by
other inputs fed to the networks or they do not contribute
to recognition, their effect on the recognition algorithm,
or their sensitivity to outputs is considered to be very
small. Therefore, by analyzing input-output sensitivity of
neural networks, redundant inputs can be deleted.
Repeatedly applying this method, the optimal inputs can
be selected. For an experimental neural network for
number recognition with 12 feature inputs, the inputs
could be reduced to 8 without lowering recognition rate.
INTRODUCTION
A multi-layered neural network is widely used for
pattern recognition because a recognition algorithm is
easily generated by the back propagation algorithm. But a
difficult problem is how to select inputs and the number
of hidden neurons optimally.
There are some reports [2][3][4] on how to
determine the optimal number of hidden neurons.
Regarding the selection of optimal inputs, however, there
are no known methods. Also especially for image
recognition, the selection of optimal inputs from features
or template patterns extracted from a recognition object is
very important to achieve both a high speed processing
and a high recognition rate.
In this paper,
based on analyzing input-output
.
sensitivity of a neural network, we discuss a method of
selecting optimal inputs for pattern recognition without
lowering recognition rate.

neural networks, redundant inputs can be deleted.
The method derived from a three-layered network
can be easily extended to a network with more than four
layers. Therefore, input-output sensitivity presented here
is discussed on a three-layered network shown in Fig. 1.
For the figure relations of input and output are
represented as follows:
(1)
Yi(l) = Xi(l) = Xi
nu-1)

C

Wri(i-l)Yr(j-1) + Oi(j)
r=1
Yi(j) = f(Xi(j)) = 1/( l+exp(-Xi(j))1
(3)
where Xi: an input of the i-th input neuron;
Xi(j): a total input of the i-th neuron in the j-th
layer,
Yi(j): an output of the i-th neuron in the j-th layer;
WJj-1): a weight from the r-th neuron in the (j-1)th layer to the i-th neuron in the j-th layer;
nu): the number of neurons in the j-th layer; and
Oi(j): a bias of the i-th neuron in the j-th layer.
The k-th output neuron in the output layer corresponds to
category k and its desired output is 1 for category k and
zero for categories other than k.
Fixing inputs other than Xi, sensitivity of output
Yk(3) against input Xi is given by
Xi(j) =
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In general, neural networks learn a recognition
algorithm from inputs and their desired outputs. But if
some inputs are redundant, namely they are expressed by
other inputs or they do not contribute to recognition, their
effect on the recognition algorithm, or their sensitivity to
output is considered to be very small.
Therefore, by analyzing input-output sensitivity of

Fig. 1 Three-layered neural network

(4)
Since df(u)/du = f(u)(l-f(u)) > 0 , curves of the
sensitivity, dYk(3)/dXi, are classified into three types as
follows:
(a) If Wip(l)Wpk(2) 2 0 holds for all p = 1, ..., n(3).
Yk(3) is a monotone increasing function.
(b) If Wip(l)Wpk(2)5 0 holds for all p = 1, ..., n(3),
Yk(3) is a monotone decreasing function.
(c) If neither (a) nor (b) holds, dYk(3)/dXi can be
rewritten as follows:

(c) Mixture ofWirn(1)Wmk(2) 0 and Wirn(l)Wmk(2)5 0
(5)
where Wirn(l)Wrnk(2)2 0 holds for all m = 1, ..., q and
Wi,(l)Wd(2) I 0 holds for m = q+l, ..., n(3). Namely
Yk(3) is a function composed of monotone increasing
functions and monotone decreasing functions.
Therefore, sensitivity curves of output Yk(3) against
input Xi are as shown in Fig. 2. The method of selecting
optimal inputs proposed in this paper is to analyze these
characteristics and detect redundant inputs for pattern
recognition.
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Fig. 3 shows the algorithm for selecting optimal
inputs.
Let
XI,^^ ..., Xi,l7 -.., Xn(l),l)

Fig. 2 Sensitivity of output Yk(3) against input Xi
If a first candidate sensitivity curve crosses over a
second candidate one as shown in Fig. 3(b), this means
that input Xi contributes to classification of category k.
Thus we judge input Xi is useful for category recognition
and the corresponding table entry ( Fig. 3(d) ) is marked
with a cross. On the other hand, in the case shown in
Fig. 3(c), we judge input Xi is redundant and a circle is
entered in the table. After repeating these procedures for
all inputs and categories, we detect the inputs judged as
redundant for almost all the categories. Deleting those
inputs from the network, we generate the reduced
network by learning. Then for the network, the above
procedures are repeated for the remaining inputs until no
candidate for deletion, which worsens the recognition
rate. is detected.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
(Xi,rn* - * - v Xi,rn, ...*Xn(l),rn)
be m inputs, all that are used for learning, for category k.
T o get the sensitivity of output Yk(3) against input Xi,
first fix the inputs other than Xi to representative values,
e.g. average values as follows:
rn

Then change input Xi in the range.
Since inputs include representative values for
category k, Yk(3) assumes the value 1 at some Xi. Then
we call output Yk(3) the first candidate and the output
other than Yk(3), which outputs the maximum value, the
second candidate. Then we investigate sensitivities of
both first and second candidates against an input Xi.

The developed method is applied to an experimental
neural network for number recognition, with 12 feature
inputs and 10 outputs. Training data include 20 data for
each number in total a set of 200 data, while the database
for the evaluation of the error rates consists of a set of
about 7500 data. Initial weights of synapses are set by a
uniformly distributed random number, with range A=[O,
0.51, B=[ -0.5, 0.51 and C=[-0.5, 01.
Fig. 4 shows the ratio of the error rate against the
number of the hidden neurons, assuming the error rate of
a neural network with eight neurons and the initial weight
range of A as 1.0. The ratios of the error rates of the
neural networks with six hidden neurons are the lowest

among the same initial weights. Therefore for the
networks with six hidden neurons and with the initial
weight range of A and B, we applied the optimal input
selection method as mentioned above.
Table 1 (a) shows the input-output sensitivity of the
neural network A, where a circle represents that the
feature input is redundant for the corresponding output
and a cross represents that the feature is not. Therefore,
the features which are redundant for almost all outputs
can be deleted. In Table 1 (a), four features, namely 4,7,
10 and 12, can be deleted. Table 1 (b) shows the inputoutput sensitivity of the neural network with the
remaining eight feature inputs. As no more features can
be deleted, eight inputs are judged optimal. Tables 1 (c),
(d) and (e) show the results by analyzing the input-output
sensitivity repeatedly for the neural network B. From the
results four features, namely 2, 4, 10 and 12, can be
deleted. In these cases, the ratios of the error rates are
improved as shown by the black circle and black mangle
in Fig. 4.
We can reduce 12 feature inputs to eight without
lowering recognition rate.

input-output sensitivity of a network, we could detect
redundant inputs for pattern recognition.
The developed method was applied to an
experimental neural network for number recognition with
12 feature inputs. It was seen that 12 feature inputs were
reduced to eight without lowering recognition rate.
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CONCLUSION
We proposed the design algorithm for selecting
optimal inputs of a neural network without lowering
recognition rate. By using the method based on analyzing
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